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  Lead Sponsor 

 

Nokia Siemens Networks - one of the world's largest 
telecommunications vendors with 60,000 employees and a 
leading position in all key markets across the world - is the 
sole company world-wide having LI solutions for both 
networks, target management, and Monitoring Centers. 
The Monitoring Center solutions have been especially 
developed to handle all interception tasks of Law 
Enforcement and Government Agencies for fixed, mobile, 
and IP based networks including post-processing and 
intelligence.http://www.nokiasiemensnetworks.com 

    
  Associate Lead Sponsors 

 

NICE Systems (NASDAQ: NICE) is the leading provider of 
Insight from InteractionsTM, offering comprehensive 
performance management and interaction analytics 
solutions for the enterprise and public safety and security 
markets. Advanced interaction analytics are performed on 
unstructured multimedia content - from telephony, web, 
radio and video communications. NICE brings the power of 
Insight from Interactions to IP contact centers, branches, 
and command and control centers. 

    

 

Verint is a leading global provider of analytic software-
based solutions for communications interception, 
networked video and business intelligence. Verint solutions 
transform voice, video and data into actionable intelligence 
- timely, mission critical information for faster, better 
informed decision making and more effective action. 

    

 

SS8 Networks' Xcipio™ Lawful Intercept Products allows 
both carriers and switch vendors to meet legal obligations 
of government and law enforcement personnel to monitor 
conversations and transactions on both traditional and IP-
based networks. SS8 Networks' packaged approach 
shortens internal development time and reduces costs for 
switch vendors and minimizes network engineering and 
security concerns for carriers. www.ss8.com. 
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Being the undisputed leader of the Italian Lawful 
Interception market since 1990, RCS is a multifunctional 
company with a huge and growing capital in terms of know-
how, human resources and technology. RCS customers are 
divided into three main categories, with relevant 
differences in approach, technological background and 
organisation: Law Enforcement Agencies, Telecom 
Operators and Intelligence Services. info@rcslab.it 

    

 

ETI Connect is a global provider of Lawful Intercept 
systems, which enable reliable, efficient and lawful 
monitoring on all types of communication. ETI Connect is 
the commercial division of the ETI Group - an international 
group of companies with world-class capabilities in the 
development and production of advanced analysis and test 
systems for all types of data and telecommunication 
networks. www.eticonnect.net 

    

 

Openet is a leading worldwide provider of event processing 
and transaction management solutions. The Transactional 
Intelligence of the company's solutions extracts increased 
value from diverse service provider networks, enabling 
rapid introduction of new services and reliable, cost-
effective management of existing services. Openet is 
focused on delivering best-in-class network edge solutions 
and specialized engagement processes that create business 
value from network activity. A global company,Openet's 
implementations include long-running engagements with 
the world's leading service providers such as British 
Telecom, Orange, Cingular and Verizon Wireless. 

    

 

CopperEye is redefining the role of data archiving by 
combining the fast query access of a production database 
with the cost-effective, long term storage typically 
associated with inactive data. This capability, referred to as 
“live archiving”, provides the unique combination of fast 
query access to transactions seconds after they’ve occurred 
paired with equally fast access to a virtually unlimited 
history of past transactions spanning weeks, months, years 
or even decades. CopperEye live archive solutions are 
delivered on small footprint hardware which allows data to 
be saved indefinitely without incurring sizable new 
demands for data center space and power. 
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For exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities contact 

Tatiana Lucas, ISSWorld Program Director at talucas@telestrategies.com. 
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